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18.One Example on How to Build Up Trust and How to
Counteract the Inaccuracies in the Press
- From Sweden No. 2 Carl G. Lindvall
former Barsebäck Kraft AB Sweden

The following example could maybe serve as an
idea for something similar to build up in Japan.

the nuclear industry and on regular basis the
Group have meetings with different organisations
such as political parties and labour organisations.
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The Analysis Group has since then established a
strong brand and reputation as well as among
“friends” as among our “enemies”. The groups work
remains in demand and continue to come into use.
The main task is to compile and analyse facts
about the issues that comes up in the public debate

(Note1) KSU trains personnel at the Swedish nuclear
power plants, e.g. through training in simulators and
theoretical courses in nuclear engineering at university,
and evaluate disturbances that have occurred in
Swedish and foreign nuclear power plants, and is the
Swedish link in an international network for the
exchange of operating experience. KSU head

related to reactor safety, radiation protection, and
radiobiology and risk research.
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The target groups are mainly political decision
makers and the mass media but also personnel in
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